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DALE BUMPERS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL, FOOD, AND LIFE SCIENCES
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
2001-2002

Books


Book Chapters


Refereed Journal Articles


Yang, H., Y. Li, and M.G. Johnson. 2001. Survival and Death of Salmonella Typhimurium and Campylobacter jejuni in Processing Water and on Chicken Skin During Poultry Scalding and Chilling. J. Food Protect. 64(No. 6):770-776.


Non-Refereed Publications and Proceedings


Gloeckler, Tad 2001. Confessions of a Cereal Athlete – Boy Oh, Buoy (from the “Case #140.6” assemblage), Fayetteville Tri-Sport Club Newsletter, 1.


Vories, E.D. 2001. Improving cotton irrigation practices and recommendations in Arkansas. Quarterly Progress Reports to Cotton Incorporated for Agreement No. 01-927AR.


Invited Lectures/Others


Bottje, W., 2001. “Evidence of Mitochondrial Dysfunction in Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome” Department of Veterinary Pathophysiology, South China Agricultural University, Guanzhou PRC.


Chaubey, I. and C. Griffis. Web-Based Class Teaches Students Microcomputer Applications in Agriculture and Human Environmental Sciences. Faculty Impact Statements. Pg. 54.


Clark, F. D., 2001. Foot and Mouth Disease and the AADER Organization. NW Arkansas Cattle Growers Group, Rogers, AR.


Crandall, M. Staff evaluation: How it can improve your program even if you hate doing it. Presented at the National Coalition for Campus Children’s Centers National Conference, March 29, 2001.


Crockett, R.J. and M. V. Meisch. 2002 West Nile Surveillance in Arkansas. Annual Meeting of the Mid Atlantic Mosquito Control Assoc.


Daniel, T.C., N. Hansen, A.N. Sharpley, and J. Lemunyon. 2001. Fate and transport of phosphorus in agricultural systems. In Agronomy abstracts. CD-ROM. ASA Madison, WI.


Daniel, T.C., N. Hansen, A.N. Sharpley, and J. Lemunyon. 2001. Fate and transport of phosphorus in agricultural systems. Annual meeting of the Soil and Water Conserv. Society of America. 5 August. Myrtle Beach, NC.


Johnson, D.M. (2001). Chaired the P-205 Engineering Technology and Management Education Committee and Technical Session at the 2001 American Society of Agricultural Engineers Annual Meeting in Sacramento in August. He was invited to present a paper, “Use of Comprehensive Projects in an Introductory Computer Applications in Agriculture Course,” at the meeting.


Johnson, D., T. 2002. Peach IPM program in the southeast U.S. Annual peach growers meeting in Malden, MO.


Sheng, G. Mineral surface chemistry and role of sorpton. 38th Annual Meeting Workshop, the Clay Minerals Society, Madison, WI.


Srivastava, Vibha. Single copy transgenic cereals generated through site-specific recombination, Kansas State University, April 24, 2002.
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Wideman, R. F., 2001. Update and training on techniques for selecting ascites-resistant broiler lines. Group Discussion Leader on 30 October for Hubbard ISA Technical Staff in Walpole, NH (Invited Presentation sponsored by Hubbard ISA).


Other Lectures, Papers, and Presentations (state, regional, national and international professional meetings).


Arthur, N.L. (2001). Opportunities in Agriculture at the University of Arkansas. Presented at the Mena FFA meeting, October 8, 2001, Mena, AR.


Arthur, N.L. (2001). Opportunities for you at the University of Arkansas. Presented at the Valley Springs FFA meeting, December 5, 2001, Valley Springs, AR.


Baldwin, V. Structuring the setting: How to avoid behavior problems. WWAECA, Rogers, AR, April 10, 2001.


Clark, J.R. 2001. The blackberry and grape breeding program at the University of Arkansas. Ark-La-Miss Fruit and Vegetable Growers Conference, Biloxi, MS, Feb. 15, 2001 (invited).

Clark, J.R. 2001. The peach and nectarine breeding program at the University of Arkansas. Ark-La-Miss Fruit and Vegetable Growers Conference, Biloxi, MS, Feb. 15, 2001 (invited).


Crandall, P.G.; Y. Li.;M.C. Johnson; L.R. Howard; C. O'Bryan; W.G. McGlynn; H.L. Goodwin; F. Stegelin; and A. Mauromoustakos. 2001. Criteria For Selecting Fruits and Vegetables to Illustrate The Categories For Microbial Risk Assessment. Institute o/ Food Technologists Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX.


Hargis, B.M., 2001. “Control of Microbial Pathogens in Poultry”. Invited presentation to Arkansas Poultry Federation annual meeting.


Morelock, T.E. 2001 Southernpea Breeding and Varieties. Area Vegetable Workshop, Marianna, AR.


Oosterhuis, D.M. 2001 Research and Teaching at the University of Arkansas. College seminar, University of Thessaly, Volos, Greece.


Wang, H., Y. Li, and Slavik, M., 2001. PCR-based fluorescent method for rapid detection of Salmonella typhimurium in poultry samples. Presented at the 88th International Association for Food Protection, August 5-8, Minneapolis, MN.


West, C.P. 2001. Forage Physiology Research on Tall Fescue-endophyte. SERAIEG-8 Tall Fescue Toxicosis Meeting.


Other creative endeavors such as recitals, concerts, shows, performances, and comparable activities


Gloeckler, T. ‘’Gill-Spring Lure and Container.’’ Received a Best in Show award for his entry in the Design Educators’ National Exhibition at Oklahoma State University. Part of a virtual exhibit beginning October 5, 2001. http://www.okstate.edu/dene/va3d11.htm


Johnson, Donald was elected Associate Editor of the *Journal of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Education*. (2001)

Johnson, Donald, Wardlow, George, Miller, Jeff, Graham, Donna and Herring, Don. Attended an eight hour development Workshop on “Conducting, Analyzing, and Reporting Quantitative Research” at AAAE Research Pre-Session, Dec. 11, 2001, New Orleans, LA.


Marcy, John. In addition to five Basic HACCP workshops, two Advanced HACCP sessions were conducted in 2001 to full audiences form across the country. Two sanitation general sanitation courses were conducted as well as three just for one company.

Marcy, John. Presented a Sanitation workshop in conjunction with Dr. Richard Linton and Ann Guentert (Purdue University), and Carmela Velazquez of the Centro Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologia de Alimentos at the Second Food Safety Congress in San Jose, Costa Rica. Dr. Marcy also made a plenary presentation on Validation and Verification of Food Safety Systems.

Marcy, John. Spent one week in New Zealand working with James Denton, Jon Porter (adjunct) Richard Linton (Purdue University) providing assistance to Tegel Foods, New Zealand’s largest poultry producer/processor. Dr. Marcy also joined Dr. Linton and Dr. David McSwane from Indiana University and Dr. Lynn McIntyre from Massey University in New Zealand in presenting a one day workshop at Massey University on global food safety issues.

Martin, S. School of Human Environmental Sciences Homecoming photographs. *Milestones* 1(1) (newsletter of the School of Human Environmental Sciences), Fall 2001.


Mauromoustakos, A. 2001. Electronic analysis how to textbook that contains a series of CD's (16 CD's on six topics). The topics include: Exploratory Data Analysis, Basic Statistics, Experimental Design, Regression Analysis, Marketing Research, Categorical Data Analysis and Multivariate Methods. These CD's, which were developed in English, are being translated into three (3) different languages (French, Greek, and Arabic).


Szalanski, Allen. Developed a WWW site for the insect genetics laboratory, http://comp.uark.edu/~aszalan/index.html. that provides information on ongoing research projects in the lab along with information on personnel and accomplishments.


Voth, D. E. Organized annual workcamp in Viet Nam in collaboration with an outside agency, the Peacework Development Fund of Blacksburg, VA. The workcamp is an experience used by UA students for study abroad.

Wardlow, George. Participated in the North Central Administration (NCA-24) Committee Meeting of Experiment Station Directors to develop priorities for research in agricultural education, Feb. 27-28 in Kansas City, MO. (2001).


Warnock, M. Biodegradation of textiles research efforts were highlighted on page 12 of the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report entitled, The next level. Research was included under “Improving Our Environment” section. (2001).


SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
2001-2002

Books and Chapters in Books Published (written by or about faculty)


Refereed Articles and Proceedings


Unrefereed Articles and Publications


Blackwell, Marlon, Extra, NBC television news/entertainment program featuring the Keenan TowerHouse, Fayetteville, Arkansas as part of a segment on residential towers in America. The program is to be nationally televised in 2002. (Shannon Fannity, Producer) filmed November 2001."

Blackwell, Marlon, Fine Living, The Keenan TowerHouse is to be featured on the new TV show "Breathing Room" which focuses on unique spaces inside modernist homes. The segment was nationally televised March 2002. (Gavin Purcell, Segment Producer) (filmed November 2001).

Brittenum, Judy Byrd, Boy Scouts of America, Landscape Architecture Merit Badge, pamphlet slated for publication June 2002.


deNoble, Timothy, “You can Go Home Again,” by Chris Clement, At Home in Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas, feature article on Parker Residence remodel.


**Research Reports**

Brittenum, Judy Byrd, Board of Trustees, American Society of Landscape Architecture, “Livable Communities,” “Wetlands,” revision of ASLA’s national public policies.


**Invited Lectures**


Preston, Julieanna, “SIFT,” delivered to Interior Architecture faculty and students, at RISD, Providence, Rhode Island, April 2002.


Terry, Laura M., “Isthmus: Esquela de Arquitectura y Diseño de American Latina y el Caribe,” Panama City, Panama, Two week beginning drawing course, January 2002.


Refereed Scholarly Paper Presentations


Crone, John, “Reflecting on Cultural Values and the Curriculum,” Council of Educators Conference hosted by the University of California at San Luis Obispo, October 2001.


Creative Work

Blackwell, Marlon, Gaston-Montgomery Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas, August 2001. A renovation to a 60’s structure on 10 acres, to include a new entry, steel box-framed window opening, kitchen, and guest bedroom and bathroom in the existing garage. A separate flat roof steel framed structure is proposed for a guest apartment and home office. The structure is to be clad in Cor-ten sheet metal. A 6’ wide 25 meter lap pool will be adjacent to the apartment. An existing barn structure is provided with minimal interventions including new steel framed openings, a staircase, pine floors and transparent glass stud wall. (construction document phase.)
Blackwell, Marlon, Fred Rowe Residence, Frederic, Michigan. (May 2002). An 1800 sq. ft. retirement home for a wheelchair bound artist/photographer, his wife, and daughter. The design is to be barrier-free, and will also include a detached carport, study, and storage barn on 19 acres on the Manistee River in Central Michigan. (Currently in schematic design).

Blackwell, Marlon and Yume Rudkinski, Masons on the Creeks, Rogers, Arkansas, (December 2001). A 3000 sq. ft. interior design for a retail accessories and clothing boutique. Located in the Village on the Creeks retail development. (Design Phase has just begun).


denoble, Timothy, Deen Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas, New construction.

denoble, Timothy, Clark Residence, Garfield, Arkansas, New construction.

denoble, Timothy, Hathaway Residence, Little Rock, Arkansas, Remodel and addition.

denoble, Timothy, Private Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas, Remodel and addition.

Fields, Laurie, consultant to Dunbar Community Garden, Little Rock, Arkansas. (Schematic design.)

Fitzpatrick, Lynn, River Ridge house project, Fitzpatrick/O'Connell. (Construction document phase.)

Glasser, David E., Sabbatical Project including intensive research and measurements of Old Datca, a several hundred year old settlement with vernacular stone construction. In addition to measured drawings of the town main street, complete design drawings for a new house, respecting traditional construction methods, has been prepared in collaboration with Sevinc Yavuz, (Architecture). (Construction planned for fall of 2003.)

Herman, Greg, Renovation and Addition, Saitta Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas. (project continuing from previous year). (Construction completed.)

Herman, Greg, Renovation and Addition, Private Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas/ (Schematic design.)

Herman, Greg, Pool House and Workshop, Freund Residence, Fayetteville, Arkansas. (Design development.)

Rollet-Crocker, Karen, Landscape, Compton Gardens, Peel House Foundation, Bentonville, AR. 
(Final design phase.)

Rudzinski, Russell, Tuscon Gateway International Design Competition.

Rudzinski, Yume, Spellman Residence (new construction), Owners, James and Lynn Spellman, 
expected date of completion, December 2002.


Rudzinski, Yume, Bartel Dental Office, (new construction), Owners Drs. Troy and Anthony 
Bartels, bidding and negotiation phase, expected date of completion, December 2002.

Rudzinski, Yume Hooker Construction Office Building (new construction). Owner, Morgan 
Hooker, Schematic Design Phase.

Rudzinski, Yume, Burna Funeral Home (new construction), Owner, Scott Burna, design 
development phase, expected date of completion, March 2003.

Terry, Laura, Blind Date: A Group Exhibition of Recent Work on Paper, Oglethorpe Row 

Terry, Laura, Fall Show at Fresh Paint Gallery, Culver City, California, November 2001. 
Wall, Jerry, “Space Design – Life in Zero Gravity,” MAXM exercise machine, exhibition at the 

Yavuz, Sevinc, Yavuz/Glasser House in Old Datca, Turkey, design and detailed drawings, 
model, etc. In collaboration with David E. Glasser.
DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Books


Chapters

Early, Ann M. (see book listing above)


Mainfort, Robert C. (see book listing above)


Refereed Articles


Wheeler, Brandon and Ungar, Peter S. Congruence of Tail Use Behaviors Between Male and Female Mantled Howling Monkeys (alouatta palliata). In Folia Primatologica 72:1-17,11 2001.

Unrefereed Articles and Reports


Kvamme, Kenneth L. Significant additions to Geophysics Image Library, a graphic website of some of the more interesting surveys by Kenneth L. Kvamme at http://www.cast.uark.edu/kkvamme/geop/geop.htm.


Invited Lectures


Kvamme, Kenneth L. Analyzing Geophysical Survey Data with GIS. Groningen Institute of Archaeology, University of Groningen, Netherlands, May 2002.


Striffler, Steve. We’re All Mexicans Here?: Inside (and Outside) a Tyson Poultry Plant. Yale University conference on “The Chicken: Its Biological, Social, Cultural, and Industrial History,” May 2002.

Striffler, Steve. We’re All Mexicans Here?: Inside (and Outside) a Tyson Poultry Plant. University of Chicago, May 2002.


Other Lectures, Papers and Oral Presentations


Erickson, Kirstin. The Virgin Mary Brought Me Here to the House: Power, Gender, and Domestic Sacred Space in Yaqui Healing Narrative. SAR Spring Conference, Cleveland, April 2002.


Teaford, M.F.; Ungar, Peter S.; Grine, F.E. Molar Microwear and Diet of Praeanthropus Afarensis: Preliminary Results from the Denan Dora Member. American Anthropological Association annual meetings, Buffalo, NY, April 2002.

Ungar, Peter S.; Dennis, J.; Kirera, F.; Wilson, J; Grine, F. Quantification of Tooth Crown Shape by Dental Topographic Analysis. American Association of Physical Anthropology annual meetings, Buffalo, NY, April 2002.

Other Creative Activity


Swedeburg, Ted. Curated Gender Studies Film Festival, UAF, spring 2002.

Swedeburg, Ted. Deejay for a weekly radio show on world music, KXUA, August 2000-present.


Ungar, Peter S. Software developed: Microware 4.01. A semi-automated procedure for dental microwear quantification.
DEPARTMENT OF ART

Books

Harington, Donald. Thirteen Albatrosses, or, Falling off the Mountain. Henry Holt and Company, NY, NY. Published April 1, 2002. Also scheduled for paperback publication by Picador in February 2003.

Chapters


Refereed Articles/Papers

Jacobs, Lynn, “The Export of Antwerp Carved Altarpieces to Germany” at the conference of the Historians of Netherlandish Art, Antwerp Belgium, March 2002.
Jacobs, Lynn, “The Language of Triptychs and Diptychs” at the conference of the Historians of Netherlandish Art, Antwerp Belgium, March 2002.


Invited Lectures

Harington, Donald, keynote reading, Sigma Tau Delta (regional English fraternity) University of Missouri, Rolla, November 10, 2001.

Harington, Donald, Reading, and workshop, Springdale public library, November 6, 2001.

Harington, Donald, Reading, Fayetteville Public Library, September 18, 2001.

Peven, Michael, Visiting Artist lecture, Bowling Green University, November 2001.

Creative Endeavors


Musgnug, Kristin, Mini Golf Paintings, Mullins Library, University of Arkansas, August 17-November 15, 2001.

Musgnug, Kristin, 20th Annual Small Works Exhibition (juried) Schoharie County Arts Council Gallery, Cobleskill, NY.

Nelson, Marilyn, The October Competition, (juried) Armory Art Center, West Palm Beach, Florida, 10/18/01 –11/24/01.


Nelson, Marilyn, Exits and Entries, (juried) Fredericksburg Center for the Creative Arts in Fredericksburg, VA, 11/02/01-12/30/01.

Nelson, Marilyn, First Biennial National Print Competition, (juried) Old Main Art Gallery, Flagstaff, Arizona.

Peven, Michael, Photography Installation, (solo) Foy Fine Arts Gallery, Georgia.

Peven, Michael, Rededication Exhibit Anne Kittrell Gallery, University of Arkansas.
Newman, John, Drawings, Paintings and Prints (solo show) Baker University, Baldwin City, Kansas, September 3- 28, 2001.

Peven, Michael, Faith of Our Fathers (solo show) Fine Arts Gallery, University of Arkansas.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Referred Publications

**Steven J. Beaupre**


Arthur V. Brown


Jeannine M. Durdik

William J. Etges


Ralph L. Henry


David M. Ivey
Ware, S.B. and D.M. Ivey. 2001. The Clostridium difficile EIIA Protein of the Mannitol Phosphotransferase System is a Repressor of the Oligopeptide Permease. Experimental Biology 2001, Orlando, FL.

David G. Krementz


David S. McNabb

Kimberly G. Smith

William L. Thompson

James M. Walker


Unrefereed Publications & Proceedings

Jeannine M. Durdik

Ralph L. Henry

Kimberly G. Smith


Papers Presented At Professional Meetings

Arthur V. Brown

Steven J. Beaupre


Jeannine M. Durdik
Vandaveer, S., G.F. Erf, and J. Durdik. A vaccine additive that can direct the immune response to a protein to an inflammatory pathway. Poultry Sciences Meeting Indianapolis, IN, August 24-28, 2001.


William J. Etges

Timothy A. Kral


Daniel D. Magoulick


**Douglas D. Rhoads**


**Frederick W. Spiegel**


**Invited Lectures**

**Steven J. Beaupre**


**Johnnie L. Gentry**


**Ralph L. Henry**


Cornell University, March, 2002. Plant Cell and Molecular Biology Seminar series. Title: Protein targeting by a chloroplast signal recognition particle; what the use of pure components can tell us.
Arkansas Biosciences Institute, April, 2002. Symposia held at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. Title: Using tobacco to treat drug abuse.


**Inéz Pinto**

**Douglas D. Rhoads**
Northeastern State University; Population Genetics of Southeastern black bears, Jan. 31, 2001.

USDA Regional Research Meeting, S-285 Turkey reproduction; Mapping of the chicken SDD gene, October 2001.

**Cynthia L. Sagers**
Invited seminar: Department of Entomology, University of Costa Rica, San José, Costa Rica.

**Kimberly G. Smith**
Invited Seminars: 1) Organization for Tropical Studies, La Selva, Costa Rica – February and July 2) Department of Biology, Boston University 3) Department of Biology, Providence College 4) Harvard Forest, Petersham, Massachusetts

**Other Lectures, Papers & Oral Presentations**

**Arthur V. Brown**
Asked to contribute expert advise and serve at the Heartland Aquatic/Riparian Workshop sponsored by the National Park Service in Hot Springs, AR in April 2001 in order to educate and aid them in developing a plan to improve their management of streams in national parks of the Ozark Highlands and Eastern Forest ecoregions.

Invited to contribute a paper as a guest in the “Director’s Line” column in Fisheries, a publication of the American Fisheries Society in 2000. Andrea Radwell and I submitted the paper, and it was published in 2001.

Asked to speak at a public hearing in support of protection for Crooked Creek, AR. The Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality held a hearing in November, 2001 to hear comments against/for gravel mining in Crooked Creek. The lead article and headlines of the Crooked Creek News published by the Save Our Streams Conservation Society read
Dr. Art Brown Testifies at Public Hearing in Yellville.” The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette and other newspapers also had articles on the subject. Refusal of a permit request to mine gravel from Crooked Creek was a landmark decision by ADEQ.

Jeannine M. Durdik

William J. Etges
Phylogenetic and biogeographic determinants of host use in Drosophila replete group species (with M.A. Armella, P.M. O’Grady, and W.B. Heed). Presented at the Eighth Congress of the European Society for Evolutionary Biology, Arhus University, Arhus, Denmark, August 20-25.

Douglas D. Rhoads
Participant in 50th Annual National Breeders Roundtable meeting May 2001 in St. Louis.

Kimberly G. Smith

2002. Summer distribution and basking behavior of the Plymouth red-bellied turtle in Massachusetts. 16th National Conference on Undergraduate Research. Whitewater, WI (with E.J. Harrison)

2002. Species richness and diversity of small mammals in four natural bogs of south-eastern Massachusetts. 16th National Conference on Undergraduate Research.

Mate choice in female periodical cicadas: Leks, big males and the role of fungal infection. Monte Lloyd Memorial Symposium. University of Chicago, Illinois


Non-Refereed Reports

Kimberly G. Smith


William L. Thompson
FWS Region 7 Statistics Workshop.
Susan Ziegler

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY

Book Chapters


Refereed Journal Articles


Barclay, T.M., Beer, L., Cordes, A.W., Oakley, R.T., Preuss, K.E., Reed, R.W. and Taylor, N.J., “5,5' Bridged Bis(1,2,3-dithiazoles); Spin States and Charge Transfer Chemistry,” Inorg. Chem., 40, 2709 (2001).


Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings


Invited Lectures and Presentations


Peng, X., Tsinghua University, Department of Chemistry, June 2002.

Peng, X., Beijing University, Department of Chemistry, June 2002.

Peng, X., Beijing Normal University, Department of Chemistry, June 2002.

Peng, X., Jilin University, Department of Chemistry, June 2002 (three talks).

Peng, X., Fudan University, Department of Chemistry, June 2002.

Peng, X., Beijing Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences June 2002.

Peng, X., Changchun Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, June 2002.


Peng, X., Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, April 2002.


Peng, X., Sigma Xi Seminar, University of Arkansas, April 2002.

Peng, X., Department of Physics, University of Arkansas, February 2002.


Peng, X., Department of Chemistry, University of California at Davis, October 2001.


Schäfer, L., “In Search of Divine Reality – Science as a Source of Inspiration,” Conference on “Science and the Quest for Meaning,” UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, France, April 19, 2002. Introduction to, and participation in, a Round Table Discussion with Charles Townes (Nobel Laureate and co-discoverer of the laser), Joel Primack (contributor to the Standard Model of particle physics and the theory of dark matter), Khalil Chamcham (Professor of Astrophysics at the University Hassan II in Casablanca, Morocco), Hubert Reeves (French Astrophysicist, Research Director at the French National Center of Scientific Research, Saclay, France), and Thierry Magnin (Professor of Physics, Ecole National Superieure des Mines, St. Etienne, France).


Other Lectures, Papers, and Oral Presentations


McIntosh, M.C., “New Applications of the Ireland Claisen Rearrangement in Natural Products Synthesis,” Texas Tech, Lubbock, TX, February 27, 2002.


Abstracts


DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Other Publications


Invited Lectures


Convention and Conference Presentations


DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

Original Play Scripts Produced

Chad Simpson, Little Boy Blue

Mark Landon Smith, A Dupont Christmas

Refereed Articles


Invited Lectures/Workshops

Brusstar, Terry - Choreographer, “Medley,” Fayetteville Dance Coalition.

Brusstar, Terry – Choreographer, “Anna,” Fayetteville Dance Coalition.

Leftwich, Gail – Choreographer, Fayetteville Dance Coalition.
Other Lectures/Papers/Presentations


Gorden, Chuck – Guest Director and coordinator, Region VI Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival, Ten Minute Original Script Competition.

Gorden, Chuck – Workshop Coordinator and Lecturer – New Play Development - Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival, Weatherford, Oklahoma.

Gross, Roger – Author/Translator – “LYSISTRATA” by Aristophanes – Adapted version produced by California State University, Fresno – University Theatre main stage production.


Martin, Patricia – Panelist – “Teaching Costume Design to Technicians” – Southeastern Theatre Conference, Jacksonville, Florida.


Other Creative Endeavors


Dwyer, Mavourneen. Associate Editor – International Dialects Of English Archives – University of Kansas.

Dwyer, Mavourneen. Member of Phi Beta Delta, International Scholar’s Organization.

Gibbs, D. Andrew. Production Respondent and Design Adjudicator, KCACTF Region IV Spartanburg, South Carolina.


Gibbs, D. Andrew. Walton Arts Center Council Interior renovation design committee.


Gibbs, D. Andrew. Stage lighting and theatrical equipment design, Arkansas 4 H Headquarters, Little Rock.

Gibbs, D. Andrew. Fiftieth Anniversary of Fine Arts Center Committee. Responsible for Theatre Retrospective exhibit, staging of dedication presentation; co-chaired scheduling and event management.

Gorden, Chuck. Respondent for Playwriting: Region VI Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival State Festivals.


Gross, Roger. Member of Awards Committee for Association for Theatre in Higher Education.

Gross, Roger. Chairman, David Mark Cohen Playwriting Award Program for A.T.H.E.


Gross, Roger. Theatre Consultant for Perry Butcher and Associates for Bella Vista Performing Arts Center.

Herzberg, Amy. Director Mothers, Daughters, Fathers, Sons, Starr Theatre, Walton Arts Center.


Herzberg, Amy. Playwright – Beethoven, Composing Myself, An interactive script for actor and orchestra, Performed by the North Arkansas Symphony.


Herzberg, Amy. Performer – “Shakespeare’s Sonnets,” Fayetteville Public Library.

Martin, Patricia. Make-up Artist – Youth Awareness Program, Fayetteville Fire Department workshop.

Riha, Michael. Guest Designer – The King and I, University Theatre, University of Central Arkansas, Conway.


Riha, Michael. Lighting and decoration coordinator for the General and Fulbright College of Arts and Sciences Commencement Ceremonies at Bud Walton Arena.

Tyndall, C. Patrick. Director – Black Theatre Expo, University of Arkansas.

Tyndall, C. Patrick. Performer – Delta Sigma Theta, Scholarship Banquet – University of Arkansas.


Play Production At Ua/Fayetteville: Faculty Assignments

Dwyer, Mavourneen. Voice Coach, How I Learned to Drive, University Theatre, October, 2001.


Herzberg, Amy. Director, Assassins - Walton Arts Center, April, 2002.
Martin, Patricia. Costume Design – How I Learned to Drive University Theatre, October, 2001.


Martin, Patricia. Costume Design – Assassins – Walton Arts Center, April, 2002.

Riha, Michael. Lighting design, How I Learned to Drive University Theatre, October, 2001.


DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Books


Refereed Scholarly and Creative Publications


Heffernan, Michael. “‘Drafts, outcries, blasts, bursts, extravagations’: An Introduction to Getting the Dead Out.” The Midwest Quarterly (Summer 2001), pp. 353-360.


Invited, Reprinted, and Unrefereed Publications


Lectures and Readings


Giles, Molly. Reading and lecture at Reedley College, October 2001.

Giles, Molly. Reading and lecture at Fresno State University, October 2001.

Giles, Molly. Reading and fiction workshop at George Mason University, November 2001.

Giles, Molly. Fiction reading as guest writer in the Kellogg Writers Series. University of Indianapolis, February 18.

Giles, Molly. Introduced and interviewed Amy Tan for the Lannan Foundation. Santa Fe, NM, March 5.

Giles, Molly. Led fiction workshops and gave a reading as the Sprint Course Guest Writer. Oxford University, Miami, Ohio, March 25-29.


Giles, Molly. Gave a reading at the University of Arkansas in Monticello, April 25.

Guilds, John C. Presentation on Simms and the Indian. English Department Fall Faculty Colloquium Series, November 9, 2001.


Sherman, Sandra. “Poverty Without the Poor: Poor Relief in the 1790s.” Von Hogel Institute, March 2002.

Sherman, Sandra. “Feeding the Poor in the Late 18th Century.” Lucy Cavendish College, Cambridge University, October 2001.


DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Books

Fukushima, Tatsuya, Japanese conjunctive ga: Its discourse functions and variation Bell & Howell.

Pritchett, Kay, Nature’s Colloquy with the Word: Pureza Canelo’s First Poetics, Bucknell University Press.

Tucker, Janet, Against the Grain: Parody, Satire and Intertextuality in Russian Literature, Slavica Publishers.

Chapters


Fukushima, Tatsuya “Promotional Video Production in a Foreign Language Course” in Foreign Language Annals.


Refereed Articles


Haydar, Adnan co-authored afterword with Michael Beard in This Side of Innocence by Rashid Al-Daif.


Restrepo, Luis “Codigos fundacionales de la cuidad colonial en la obra de Juan de Castellanos” in Pensamiento y accion.

Ruiz, Reina “De picaros y hermafroditas: Mas cosillas’ sabre el ‘case’ Lazarillo de Tormes,” in Romance Notes.

Invited Lectures

Eichmann, Raymond “Honors Convocation” at Ft. Smith South Side High School.

Eichmann, Raymond “Franco-German Relations” at Delta Phi Alpha.

Hanlin, Todd “Hochwälders Holokaust” at international symposium “Exile and Aftermath: The Work of Exiled Austrian Writers after 1945.”

Levine, Daniel “Early Greek Art and Literature” at Gustaves Adolphus College.

Summers, Jason “Twentieth-Century Mexican and Chicano History and Literature” at Arkansas International Center, Mexico Program for Secondary Teachers and Administrators.

Papers


Arenberg, Nancy “Crossing Boundaries: Vamperic Transgression and Gender Reversals in Hébert’s Héloise” at Kentucky Foreign Language Conference.

Condray, Kathleen “The Viring, the Hag, and the Vanquished: Female Representations of Nation in the Journal Jugend191-1940” at Annual International Meeting of the Space Between Society.


Cornell, Rkia “The symbolism of Food in Early Sufi Women’s Literature” at Middle East Studies Association.

Cory, Mark “Love in the Shadow of the Holocaust: Berhnard Schlink’s Der Vorleser” at German Studies Association.

Davis, James “Electronic Literacy and Digital L2 Reading” at CALICO Annual Meeting.


Fredrick, David “Grasping the Pongolin: Sensual Ambirguity in Roman Dining” at The Pacific Rim Roman Literature Seminar Center and Periphery.

Fukushima, Tatsuya “Compter-generated Film Subtitling in a Foreign Language Course” at South Central Modern Languages Association.

Levine, Daniel “The Bare Feet Speak: Nonverbal Messages of Barefootedness” at joint American Philological Association and Archaeological Institute of America.


Pritchett, Kay “Al-Andalus and ‘Middle East’: Ethnic Alterity in Works by Two Women Writers of the Transition” at Morocco Conference on Al-Andalus in Twentieth Century Hispanic Literature.


Restrepo, Luis “El valor de la naturaleza: cultura material en el Nuevo Reino de Granda, siglos XVI y XVII” at Latin American Studies Association XXIII International Congress.

Ruiz, Reina “Feliciana Enriquez de Guzman: una dramaturg a impertinente del Siglo do Oro” at AHCT Conference.

Summers, Jason “La mujer frente al patriarcado neocolonialista Revolución y conformismo en La casa de los espíritus de Isabel Allende” at South Central Modern Language Association.

Summers, Jason “Cantinflas and the Quijote: Variations in the Details” at Literature/Film Association Conference.

Summers, Jason “Natural Healing: An Ecocritical Study of U.S. Latino Writing” at Association for the Study of Literature and Environment Conference.

Summers, Jason “Regionalism as Anti-Nationalism, Nationalism as Super-Regionalism: Latin American Writing in the 1920’s” at Representing Regionalism, Nationalism and Internationalism in Space between1914 and 1945 Conference.

Turner, Joan “Rubrics for Oral Activities” at Central States Conference on Foreign Language Teaching Their Success Northeast Conference April 2000.

Reviews

Christiansen, Hope, Le Pas de Flaubert: Une Danse macabre by Yvonne Bargues-Rollins in French Review.

Christiansen, Hope, Balzac et le style ed Anne Herschberger-Pierrott in French Review.

Christiansen, Hope, Indiana; Mauprat by Janet Hiddleston in Nineteenth-Century French Studies.

Comfort, Kathleen, Medical Examinations. Dissecting the Doctors in French Narrative Prose 1857-1894 by Mary Donaldson-Evans, University of Nebraska Press.
Condray, Kathleen, A History of Women’s Writing in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland ed Jo Catling in German Studies Review.

Cory, Mark, Günter Grass Revisited by Patrick O’Neill in The German Quarterly.

Eichmann, Raymond, France and Germany in the Twenty-first Century ed. Patrick McCarthy in German Studies Review.


Hanlin, Todd, Commodities of Desire: the Prostitute in Modern German Literature ed. Christiane Schönfeld in German Studies Review.

Restrepo, Luis, La Guerra de las imagines by Serge Gruzinski in Inti: Revista de Literatura Hispanica.

Restrepo, Luis, Coros Mestizos del Inca Garcelaso by Jose Antonio Mazzotti in Inti: Revista de Literatura Hispanica.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOSCIENCES

Publications


Moberg, C., Meeks, L. K., and Manger, W. L., Applications of computerized Tomography in the Analysis of Fossilkiferous Siderite Concretions from the Fayetteville Shale (Late Mississippian), southern Mid-continent. Abstracts with programs, v. 33, no. 6, pp. A-12


Refereed


Doerr, Erica, and Guccione, M. J., 2002, Tributary Response to Late Wisconsin paleowater levels in the northern Mississippi Alluvial Valley of Missouri and Arkansas, Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs, v. 34.


Unrefereed


Conferences and Oral Presentations of Material


NASA NOVA Leadership Development Conference, Greenbelt Maryland, March. 2002


Guccione, M. J., Alluvial Valleys: Ideal areas to identify, quantify, and date coseismic deformation. 31st International Congress, Rio de Janeiro.


Guccione, M. J. and Marple, Ron, 2002, Bootheel lineament, the elusive surface rupture of the New Madrid seismic zone? Invited speaker, Conference on Catastrophes, Brunnel Great Britain.

Guccione, M. J., 2002, Tectonic setting and Quaternary history of the Mississippi Alluvial Valley and Stream response to repeated coseismic folding along the New Madrid seismic zone, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Instituto di Geoscienze e Georisorse and Universta degli studi di Firenze, Dipartimento di Scienze della terra, invited speaker.


Guccione, M. J., 2002, Response of the Mississippi River to coseismic deformation and what it can tell you about seismicity, University of St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, invited speaker.


DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Books


Sutherland, Daniel, This Terrible War: The American Civil War and Its Aftermath (Longman, 2002).

Sutherland, Daniel, This Terrible War: Sources and Documents (Longman, 2002).


West, Elliott, Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880, with Rodman Wilson Paul (University of New Mexico Press, 2001).


Chapters in Books


Articles in Journals


Gordon, Joel, “Class-Crossed Lovers: Popular Film and Social Change in Nasser’s New Egypt,” Quarterly Review of Film and Video 18 (No. 4) 2001.


Unrefereed Publications


Invited Lectures

Ten faculty presented twenty-eight invited lectures: Bukey (1); Chappell (7); Cornell (2); Gordon (3); Kennedy (1); Schweiger (2); Starks (2); Sutherland (4); West (8); Whayne (1). Five faculty chaired sessions at refereed conferences: Coon (1); Schweiger (1); Sonn (1); Sutherland (1); Tsai (1). Three faculty commented on papers at refereed conferences: Schweiger (1); Sutherland (1); Tsai (1) Four faculty were “discussants on panels at professional conferences (Cornell, Gordon, Tucker, and Williams).
Lectures and Oral Presentations

Twelve faculty presented twenty-three refereed papers at scholarly conferences: Bukey (1); Coon (1); Cornell (2); Engels (1); McCann (3); Robinson (2); Schweiger (1); Sonn (1); Sutherland (2); West (8); Whayne (1); and P. Williams (1). Ten faculty gave numerous public lectures and presentations to civic and school groups: Bukey (2); Cornell (much in demand after 9-11); Tucker (several); Gordon (several); McCann (2); Sutherland (several); Tsai (2); West (6); Whayne (4); N. Williams (2).

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM

Books


Refereed Articles


Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings


Invited Lectures


Other Lectures, Papers and Oral Presentations


“The Sound of Dreams” (Dale Carpenter) and “Sanatorium Hill” (Carpenter with Larry Foley) Screened at the 2001 Hot Springs Documentary Film Festival.

Other Creative Endeavors such as Recitals, Concerts, Shows, Performances, and Comparable Activities


Book design by Patsy G. Watkins:
- The Apartment, by Philip Memmer. Collection of 10 poems. Published by Picadilly Press.

Mi Abuelita, story by Rebecca Newth; illustrations by children of Patagonia Creative Arts Association, Arizona. Published by Will Hall Books.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Refereed Articles


Feldman, W., Computer Assisted Instruction, ASEE publication (2002)


Hogan, J., Operators of Cotlar type with unilateral vanishing moments (with J.E. Gilbert and J.D. Lakey), Mathematics Research Report No. MRR 004--96, CMA, ANU, Canberra.

Hogan, J., Smooth Molecular Decompositions of Functions and Singular Integral Operators (with Y. Han, J.E. Gilbert, J.D. Lakey, D. Weiland and G. Weiss), Mem. Amer. Math. Soc. 742 (2002).


Madison, B., Mathematics at the School to College Transition: Too Much of the Same Thing, commissioned article for The College Board. Published on: www.APCentral.collegeboard.com.


Non-Refereed Publications And Proceedings

DeOliveira, V., Bayesian Inference and Prediction of Gaussian Random Fields Based on Censored Data, 2002.

DeOliveira, V., Bayesian Inference and Prediction of Gaussian Random Fields Based on Censored Data, 2002.
Invited Lectures


Capogna, L., Fall 2001: AMS meeting U. of Tennessee, Prairie Analysis (Kansas), U. of Minnesota.

DeOliveira, V., Bayesian Inference and Prediction in Random Fields, presented at Instituto de Matemáticas, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, April 16-27, 2001.


Feldman, W., Separation properties for Carleman Operators on Banach lattice, Annual AMS meeting, San Diego, Jan, 2002.


Khavinson, D., Approximation in the mean by harmonic functions, AMS winter meeting, New Orleans, January 2001.


Lanzani, L., Robin Boundary Condition for Laplace's Operator on C1 and Lipschitz Domains in Rn., AMS meeting #964, Lawrence, KS March 2001.


Rieck, Y., Nihon University (Tokyo, Japan, 7 hour lecture series, March 2002).

Rieck, Y., University of Montreal (Invited one hour lecture at Workshop on Groups and 3 Manifolds, June 2001).

Rieck, Y., Osaka City University (Osaka, Japan) May 2001.

Rieck, Y., Kyoto University (Kyoto, Japan) May 2001.

Rieck, Y., Osaka University (Osaka, Japan, 7 lectures series) February 2001.

Ryan, J., Clifford analysis on spheres and hyperbolas, workshop on PDE's, Graz, Austria, February, 2001.

Ryan, J., Clifford analysis: an overview, plenary talk, workshop on PDE's, Graz, Austria, February, 2001.

Ryan, J., Dirac operators on spheres and hyperbolas, Midwest Geometry meeting, Wichita State University, Wichita, April, 2001.

Ryan, J., Dirac operators on spheres, CMFT meeting, Aveiro, Portugal, June, 2001.


Ryan, J., Dirac operators and conformal invariance in Rn, Cn and spheres, Midwest Several Complex Variables Meeting, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, October, 2001.

Ryan, J., Dirac operators and Hardy spaces on some conformally flat manifolds, Eastern Sectional Meeting of the AMS, University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada, May 2002.
Ryan, J., Dirac operators and Hardy spaces on some conformally flat manifolds, 4th Function Space Meeting, University of Southern Illinois, Edwardsville, Illinois, May 2002.


Ryan, J., Clifford and harmonic analysis on some conformally flat manifolds, 6th International Conference on Clifford Algebras and Their Applications in Mathematical Physics, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN, May 2002.

Vassilev, J., Purely P, Colloquium, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University Of Nebraska at Lincoln, September 2002.

Research Reports

Khavinson, D., Weak compactness in certain star-shift invariant subspaces, (with J. Akeroyd and H. S. Shapiro).

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

Books

Lyrique Quintette, compact disc, Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed, Something Blue.


Refereed articles


Invited Lectures


Creative endeavors, concerts, shows, performances.

Our faculty and students presented more than 300 public performances during the 2001-02 school year, including the following:

Concerts by the Boston Mountain Chamber Players
Degree recitals by students in music curricula
Non-degree recitals by students in music curricula
Sunday Showcase Concerts
Faculty Recitals
Choral Concerts
Opera Productions
Schola Cantorum / Voice Faculty Tour
Jazz Ensemble Concerts
University Symphony Orchestra Concerts
Wind Symphony Concerts
Symphonic Band Concerts
Concert Band Concerts
Inspirational Singers Concerts
Band Spectacular Concert
Percussion Ensemble Concerts
Basketball games for Men's and Women's Athletics
Football games for Men's Athletics
Volleyball games for Women's Athletics

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Chapters: 2

Refereed Articles: 6

Unrefereed Publications: 1

Invited Lectures: 2

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Books


Refereed Journal Articles Published


Iniguez, J. and Bellaiche, L., “Ab-initio design of perovskite alloys with prefixed properties: The case of Pb(Sc0.5Nb0.5)O3” Physical Review Letters 87, 095503 (2001).


Articles in Conference Proceedings


Invited Lectures


Gea-Banacloche, J., invited talks (colloquia) at the University of New Mexico, September, 2001, and at the University of Connecticut, October 2001.


Contributed Lectures and Presentations


Other Publications and Contributions


Stewart, G. B., “Electricity and Magnetism: Are we teaching what we think we are teaching,” Journal of Science Education and Technology (2002).


DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Books published


Chapters published


Refereed articles published


Invited lectures and conference papers


Janine Parry, “Women's Policy Agencies, the Women's Movement, and Representation in the U.S.” paper given at the Fifth Meeting of the Research Network on Gender and the State, Queen's University, Belfast, Northern Ireland, December 2001.


DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

Refereed Articles


**Invited Lectures**


Knowles, E.S. (2001). The neglected problem of assertions and negations in self-report measurement. Colloquium to the Personality Section, Oregon Research Institute, Eugene, OR.
Lohr, J.M. (July, 2001). Science and pseudoscience in the development of “Brand Name” therapies: The efficacy of Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing and other treatments. Paper presented at the at the Adult Psychopathology Institute, University of Southern Maine, Portland, MN.


Contributed Papers


SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Book Chapters


Refereed Articles, Published


Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings

Invited Lectures


Schriner, K. (March, 2002). Idiocy and Insanity in American Suffrage Law: A Political Analysis. Invited presentation at University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HA.


Other Lectures, Papers, Presentations

Hall

King
“Negotiating Explanations for Participation in Recent Monastic Literature,” Arkansas Sociological and Anthropological Association.

“Chapter Two: The Oldest BSW Program in Arkansas,” Southwestern Social Science Association.

Accepted Papers/Presentations

Noel

“Munchausen by Proxy: A Recently Recognized Form of Child Abuse,” presented at the annual meeting of the National Association of Social Workers–Arkansas, Hot Spring, Arkansas (March 28, 2002).


National Refereed Papers Presented

Reese

Schriver


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

Books

Refereed Articles


Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings

Ferritor, Daniel, The Jones Center Annual Report to the Community Care Foundation.

Ferritor, Daniel, Final report on the Volunteer Center Grant from the Community Care Foundation for the Jones Center.

Ferritor, Daniel, The Jones Center Community Report Card: A Report to Citizen Groups in Northwest Arkansas. Based on the findings of the Report Card – project developed the Jones Center Citizen Board.


Schwab, William, Special report to United States Information Agency. Preserving the Past Building the Future: A Program in Civil Administration and Archaeology. (An update on accomplishments that occurred outside the closing date of the grant was provided at the request of Mary Lou Pizzaro, Director of the College and University Affiliations Programs.


Invited Lectures


Ferritor, Daniel, The Importance of Volunteers to a Community. Presented at the Arkansas Volunteers Directions Conference. Fayetteville, Arkansas. (Invited)

Other Lectures, Papers and Oral Presentations


Huggins, Denise, “A Theoretical Examination of Family Units Formed in Female Correctional Facilities.” Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology (June, 2002).


Books


Chapters


Refereed Articles


Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings


**Invited Lectures**

Horowitz, Andrew, “Favorite Son? Specialized Child Laborers and Students in Poor LDC Households,” Cornell University, April 2002.

Horowitz, Andrew, “Favorite Son? Specialized Child Laborers and Students in Poor LDC Households,” University of Maryland, April 2002.


Leflar, Charles, “The Economics of Logging in National Forests,” invited presentation to the Mid-South End Commercial Logging Conference sponsored by the Arkansas Sierra Club Chapter and the National Sierra Club, October 2001.

Leflar, Charles, “Teaching with Distance Technology,” invited presentation to University of Arkansas Summer Teaching Camp, July 2001.

Leflar, Charles, Invited discussant on “Distance Education Classroom Technology Issues” at roundtable during University of Arkansas Conference on Distance Education, January 2002.

Leflar, Charles, Technology in the Classroom, invited discussant at University of Arkansas session for CPE for CPAs, July 2001.


Other Lectures, Papers and Oral Presentations


Dominick, John, invited presentation to Arvest Junior Bank Boards.


Pincus, Karen, “Where have all the Accounting majors gone and how do we get them back?” Interchange (conference of all the state CPA societies), New Orleans, Louisiana, July 2001.


Shook, Carole, Educational presentation to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity on the U of A Campus on April 22, 2002 about Grade Forgiveness.

Smith, Rod, American Accounting Association, Management Accounting Section Conference, peer reviewed acceptance for presentation of research paper, Austin, Texas, January, 2002.

Thomas, Deborah, Speaker, Education Session on Technology, Annual meeting of the Arkansas Society of Certified Public Accountants, July 12, 2001.
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Thomas, Deborah, Speaker, Graduate Student Orientation, August 24, 2001.


Wright, William, American Accounting Association, Management Accounting Section Conference, peer reviewed acceptance for presentation of research paper, Austin, Texas, January, 2002.
Books


Book Chapters


Refereed Articles


Murry, J.W., Jr., & Stauffacher, K.B. (2001). Department chair effectiveness: What skills and behaviors do deans, chairs, and faculty in research universities perceive as important?


220


**Unrefereed Publications and Proceedings**


**Invited Lectures**


Anderson, G.B. (2001, October). Win with ability: Enhancing employment opportunities for persons who are deaf or hard of hearing. Invited presentation in celebration of National Disability Month, VA Hospital, North Little Rock, AR. (Estimated 170 participants).


Battle, D., Shadden, B.B., et. al. (November, 2001). Role of faculty in improving performance on the Praxis examinations. Poster session co-presented (national committee product) at the Annual ASHA Convention, New Orleans, LA.


Boone, S.E. (2001, November). Becoming an assertive ALDAN. Invited presentation at the 13th Annual Conference of the Association of Late Deafened Adults, Newport, RI. (Estimated 30 participants).


Boone, S.E. (2001, October). AcCOMModate: Innovative multimedia to enhance communication accommodations at work. Invited presentation at 31st Annual Southeast Regional Institute on Deafness, Biloxi, MS. (Estimated 30 participants).


Holt, C., & Smith, R. (2001, August). Refining an internship program in educational administration to upgrade the effectiveness of school leaders and to meet expanding NCATE requirements. Paper presented at the National Conference of professors of Educational Administration, Houston, TX.


Shadden, B.B. (August, 2001). Psychosocial aspects of aphasia: Whose perspectives?. Discussant presentation as response to keynote address at the 25th World Congress of the International Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics, Montreal, CA.


Zozone, M., Ritter, G.W., & Stegman, C. (November, 2001). Parents’ attitudes toward and perceptions of standardized testing...And what is the effect on student achievement? Paper presented at the meeting of the Mid-South Educational Research Association (MSERA), Little Rock, AR.


Other Lectures, Papers and Oral Presentations

Ballinger, Julie, Independent Living History and Philosophy, Bridgeworks, May 2002.

Ballinger, Julie, Independent Living Core Services, Bridgeworks, May 2002.


Cochran, Skip, Ethics in Rehabilitation, Bridgeworks Teletraining, February –March 2002.


Graening, J. (2002). Exploring area and perimeter using geoboards and virtual geoboards, Presented at the spring meeting of NWACTM, Fayetteville, AR.


Leckner, Lee, CLICK 1: Grow Your Own, Dallas, TX, October 2001.


Leckner, Lee, CLICK 2: The Journey, Dallas, TX, March 2002.


Leckner, Lee, CLICK 1: The Bottom Line, Dallas, TX, April 2002.

Leckner, Lee, National Training Center for the Blind Conference Planning Committee Meeting, Technical Assistance, Bethesda, MD, April 2002.


Miller, Jeanne, RCEP Director's Meeting, San Antonio, TX, November 2001.


Miller, Jeanne, 28th IRI Prime Study Group Session 1, Technical Assistance, Chicago, IL, January 2002.

Miller, Jeanne, Oklahoma CILs Coalition, Technical Assistance, Tulsa, OK, February 2002.

Miller, Jeanne, 28th IRI Prime Study Group Session 2, Technical Assistance, Chicago, IL, March 2002.

Miller, Jeanne, and Abadie, Jeanne, Olmstead Implementation Technical Assistance Focus Group, Region VI, Little Rock, AR, April 2002.


Miller, Jeanne, Bi-Regional State VR Leadership Forum, Dallas, TX, June 2002.

Murphy, C. (2001, July). Using PowerPoint in the classroom. Presentation at the annual teaching retreat sponsored by the University of Arkansas Teaching and Faculty Support Center, Eureka Springs, AR.


Oehlerls, Leon, and Miller, Jeanne, Region VI Employment Conference, Dallas, TX, December 2001.
Oehlers, Leon, Region VI Education Forum, Dallas, TX, January 2002.

Oehlers, Leon, Marketing and Recruitment Work Group, Technical Assistance, Dallas, TX, January 2002.

Oehlers, Leon, and Leckner, Lee, CAP Director's Training, Dallas, TX, May 2002.


Roland, C. (2001, November). Powerful words: Hurtful language, bullying, and what we can do to stop it. In-service workshop for Fayetteville High School teachers, Fayetteville, AR.


Stinebuck, Phil, Emerging Leaders Seminar, Denver, CO, August 2001.


Sullivan, E., & Gartin, B. (2001). Teaching literacy skills to ALL students. Grant report presented at the semi-annual Dean’s Symposium, Little Rock, AR.

Wills, Fred, Training Course for EMT Instructor Certification in Jonesboro, and facilitating 2
two-day workshops for the Dept of Workforce Ed. on instructional improvement and assessing
that improvement in Hot Springs.

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First Executive Board Meeting, Technical Assistance, Little

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First: Partnership Building, Technical Assistance, Mountain

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First Chapter Meetings, five locations.

Worlow, Kim, and Miller, Jeanne, CLICK 1: Attraction At Work, Bridgeworks, July – August


Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First - Planning, Technical Assistance, Little Rock, AR, October

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First - committee mtg, Technical Assistance, Little Rock, AR,

Worlow, Kim, Do It Right the First Time, Bridgeworks, October 2001.


Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First Exec Committee Meeting, Technical Assistance, Little

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First Planning, Technical Assistance, Mountain Home, AR,

Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First- Advisors Meeting, Technical Assistance, Bridgeworks,
February 2002.


Worlow, Kim, Arkansas People First, Technical Assistance, Bridgeworks, February 2002.


COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
2001-2002

Books


Book Chapters


Refereed Articles

Ackerson, M.D., A Process for Petroleum Wax Separation at or above Room Temperature, @ Patent #575438, Spain, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy, May 2001.


Hanson, A., Egemen, E., Edwards, F., Williams, R., “Integrating the Real World into the Capstone Experience” 2001 ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition Proceedings, Albuquerque, NM.


Unrefereed Publications And Proceedings


Invited Lectures


Burian, S., “Urban influences on the atmospheric environment,” Seminar conducted September 21, 2001, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL.


LeFevre, E.W., “Licensure and the FE Exam,” Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, OK.


Other Lectures, Papers, And Oral Presentations


Burian, S., “Evaluation of land use/cover datasets for urban watershed modeling,” 5th International Conference on Diffuse/Nonpoint Pollution and Watershed Management, IWA, June 10-15, 2001, Milwaukee, WI.


Chaubey, I. and C. Griffis, Web-Based Class Teaches Students Microcomputer Applications in Agriculture and Human Environmental Sciences. Faculty Impact Statements. Pg. 54.


Thoma, G.J., “A comparison of remediation methods at three sites contaminated with crude oil and brine at the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve,” 8th International Petroleum Environmental Conference, Houston, TX, Nov.6-9, 2001.


Patents


Flaccus, Janet, “Seminal Tribe and Bankruptcy Jurisdiction Over States,” published as part of the CLE materials at the 7th Annual Mid-South Conference on Bankruptcy Law, held in Tunica, Mississippi, February 2001.


Lectures, Speeches, Presentations


Brill, Howard, Gave seven lectures (four hours each) on Civil Procedure, Domestic Relations and Equity in bar review courses in Little Rock and Fayetteville, June 2001.

Brill, Howard, “Ethics and the Lawyers of John Grisham,” (containing excerpts from popular movies, a short guide, a lecture, and dialogue with the audience) presented six times to bar associations and other groups last year in Fayetteville, Rogers, Fort Smith, Mena, and Conway, March-October 2001.


Judges, Don, “Scared to Death: Capital Punishment as Authoritarian Terror Management,” presented at program sponsored by the Criminal Law Association of the University of Denver School of Law.

Judges, Don, “Capital Punishment, Mental Health Professionals, and Moral Disengagement,” presented at the University of Arkansas School of Law Faculty Enrichment Series, Fall 2001.


Kilpatrick, Judith, Presentations on the Northwest Arkansas Dependency-Neglect/FINS Mediation Project and how it would help them in their work to Department of Human Services areas supervisors in January 2001, and to Juvenile Court Advisory Board of Washington County in March 2001.


Laurence, Robert, Chaired panel at the 7th Annual Mid-South Conference on Bankruptcy Law in February 2001.


Leflar, Robert B, Professor Leflar gave a number of lectures, speeches and presentations in Japan during the months of June and July, including lectures at the University of Tokyo Faculty of Law, D shisha University, and Tezukayama University. The content dealt with medical issues involving patients’ rights and risk management.


Nance, Cynthia, Speaker at University of Arkansas Black Graduate Recognition Ceremony, May 2001.


Schneider, Susan, “Master’s Candidates of the Agricultural Law Program,” presented at the University of Arkansas School of Law Faculty Enrichment Series, Fall 2001.


